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Let me start by saying that I realize traditional house-hold family roles are not so gender-
particular as was once the case. I do live with 18 young men who are quite the cooks 
even if they do lean toward making things spicier than Mom did!  
 
Still, is it God’s little joke to us, that on this weekend we rejoice in our moms with 
Mother’s Day, the 1st Reading describes the Apostles realizing that getting food on the 
table is a lot of work, and Jesus talks about the work He is doing: preparing room for us 
in our Heavenly Father’s house for when we come “home.” I don’t have any trouble 
seeing moms reflected in those readings. Thanks be to God—for our Moms! Thanks be to 
Mom—for making nurturing and sheltering such clear images of the work disciples of 
Jesus do! 
 
Work is very much on our minds! 30 Million Americans are unemployed. Equally, many 
wonder if their businesses or jobs will survive. We are doing work not normally done like 
teaching, or cooking, and structuring family time. It is our parish patron St. Joseph the 
Worker who reminds us that one’s humble, daily work can shape lives for God’s service 
and express the dignity all have as partners with God in revealing the Kingdom. St. 
Columbkille who, speaking of being a worker--founded monasteries and evangelized 
Scotland. Both patrons are models of how the work we do and energy we expend needs 
to serve our Lord Jesus, even as it nurtures and evangelizes those entrusted to our care. 
 
In these days of disrupted work, we are given the opportunity to reflect on whether and 
how one’s work serves the growth and spread of the Good News of Christ’s work in 
human life. 
 
The readings this weekend describe a Church growing because of the attractiveness of 
the Gospel proclaimed, and lived out by its members. It is this particular work of ministry 
at table—concern for the material needs of the non-Jews newly in their midst—that brings 
the Apostles to call forth helpers. The daily needs that moms, dads and that all who 
provide for self and others attend to—are crucial. To ignore them for long is bad for 
protecting human dignity as well as health and life!  
 
But the Apostles call forth those to serve at table because the spiritual work of sharing 
the Gospel is primary. Jesus in the Gospel is preparing the disciples for His coming 
crucifixion and return to the Father. He will remain with them as: 

• the Way to recognize and journey to God;  
• the Truth that God’s love is reliable and stronger than death:  
• and the Life of faithful loving now that shapes us for eternal “dwelling with God” 

that is my heart’s deepest desire. 
The Apostles know that tending to the spiritual need for Jesus as Way, Truth and Life 
can’t be treated as of secondary importance—something “we get around to when we 
have time.” Beyond any physical need, above the value of any human growing, is the 
spiritual need to know Jesus, and through Him, the Father and the Holy Spirit. 
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Clearly, the Apostles didn’t always recognize how Jesus came into our lives to awaken us 
to the spiritual communion humans were made for. While Jesus is talking about Himself—
our becoming one with His life—as the Way to our Heavenly Father, the Apostles are 
looking for a physical destination. Phillip asks to be shown the Father with his physical 
sense of sight. Jesus is trying to show them that loving God with all their hearts and their 
neighbor as themselves—what Jesus is making His Truth and His life—will reveal the 
Father’s faithful, merciful love and His very presence to them. Jesus is hoping to raise 
their awareness to the more to which life in Christ leads.  
 
It’s understandable, but it’s still an error on their part. We can’t neglect providing for the 
fundamentals of this life. That is true for oneself and one’s neighbors!   
 
No less true however, is our need for the more of communion with each other and God 
Christ offers. We work hard to adapt our working to satisfy our physical hungers and 
desires, our thirst to know about ourselves and the world we were in for households. Are 
we working to not let those material concerns distract us from the work of disciples—
striving for Jesus as the Way we love so others will realize their material concerns are not 
so important, or satisfying, as making Jesus their Way forward in life too?  
 
We’ve been asking ourselves “Now What?” about a lot of things in light of this pandemic. 
Sometimes with wonder, sometimes in frustration, often in fear. Jesus’ Gospel answer to 
“Now What?” from His disciples is believe in Him so we can “do the works (He) does.” 
Believe that mothering and fathering a relationship with Jesus should never get less 
attention than other goods we provide to those we love!  
 
If we believe that, my “Now What?” is doing the work: of praying as a family; of 
sacrificing to share; of being humble enough to accept help, or accept limits on my self-
sufficiency; of being hope-filled; of showing Jesus is the way to truth and to life. No 
different than for the first Christians, there is lots of work to be done. Are we keeping the 
Lord’s work first when we answer, “Now What?” 
 
Fr Tom McDermott 


